We describe a high-throughput computing system for running jobs on public and private computing 8 clouds using the HTCondor job scheduler and the Cloudscheduler VM provisioning service. The distributed 9 cloud computing system is designed to simultaneously use dedicated and opportunistic cloud resources at local 10 and remote locations. It has been used for large scale production particle physics workloads for many years 11 using thousands of cores on three continents. A decade after its initial design and implementation, Cloudsched-12 uler has been modernized to take advantage of new software designs, improved operating system capabilities 13 and support packages. The updated Cloudscheduler is more resilient and scalable, with expanded capabilities. 14 We present an overview of the original design and then describe the new version of the distributed compute 15 cloud system. We conclude with a review of the current status and future plans. 16 18
Introduction
We remark that there are other strategies and software for utilizing clouds in particle physics, such as Vcycle
48
[8], VMDIRAC [9], and HTCondor [10] . The design of these systems is different and complementary to our 49 model. For further information on the other solutions, we refer the interested reader to the cited papers. 50 In this paper, we give an overview of the original design of the distributed cloud system using Cloudsched-51 uler Version 1 (CSV1) in Section 2. Section 3 describes Cloudscheduler Version 2 (CSV2). Throughout the 52 paper, we highlight the key external components used in both versions of the distributed compute cloud that 53 have significantly improved its capability and reliability. We briefly describe CSV1 to give some context and motivation for the new version. The architecture of the 57 distributed compute cloud using CSV1 has been described in a number of papers [11, 12] and is shown in HTCondor was selected as the job scheduler as it was designed to be a cycle scavenger [13], making it an 62 ideal fit for a dynamic cloud environment where resources (VM instances) appear and disappear. The user or 63 workload management system submits a job to the HTCondor job scheduler, specifying the job requirements 64 (e.g. number of cores, memory and disk space) in the Job Description Language (JDL) file. It was observed that 65 multi-core VMs make optimal use of the resources due to the sharing of disk caches, independent of whether a 66 single job requires one or all of the cores in the VM. The HTCondor client on the VM starts a partitionable slot 67 during the contextualization process that is subdivided depending on the resource requirements of the job. Fig. 1 Overview of the Cloudscheduler Version 1 and HTCondor distributed compute cloud. A user or workload management system submits application jobs to the HTCondor job scheduler. Cloudscheduler reviews the job queue and the resources on the compute clouds. If there is a cloud with resources that meet the requirements of the job, then Cloudscheduler issues a command to boot the user-specified VM. The instantiated VM registers with HTCondor and the job is submitted to the VM.
Fig. 2
Overview of the Cloudscheduler Version 2 and HTCondor distributed compute cloud. The primary change is the introduction of the MariaDB for keeping track of the state of the system and "pollers" to gather information from the clouds and the job scheduler. The information in the database is used for scheduling, management and monitoring.
Workflow 133
The workflow is determined by the configuration of the system, the job information and the state of the VMs.
134
The state of the VMs (see Table 1 ) is dynamically determined by the information gathered by the cloud poller, 135 HTC job poller and HTC machine poller, and stored in the MariaDB. We describe the typical workflow of an 136 application job.
137
If there is a job in the HTCondor queue, then the HTC job poller creates a new entry in the MariaDB with 138 the job information. The VM scheduler periodically queries the MariaDB for queued jobs and determines if 139 there is a cloud with free resources that meet the requirements of the queued jobs. If the VM scheduler finds a 140 cloud that is matched to the job(s), then it issues a request to start a VM (via the cloud API) to the cloud and 141 creates an entry in the MariaDB for each new VM. A subsequent query to the MariaDB would show the VM to 142 be in a starting state (boot process).
143
The contextualization of a VM at boot time is defined to be the process of configuring a VM at its deploy- Once the VM has completed its contextualization, it is registered as a HTCondor machine. The HTC ma- show the VM to be in an unregistered state. The registration of the VM with the HTCondor pool is part of the 155 contextualization process and normally occurs within a short time. A VM that is in an unregistered state for a Table 1 The possible states of a VM in the CSV2 distributed compute cloud system
VM state
Description starting VM is booting/contextualizing unregistered VM is running and has not registered in HTCondor pool idle VM is running, registered in HTCondor pool and not running jobs running VM is running, registered in HTCondor pool and running jobs retiring VM is running, retired in HTCondor pool and will complete running jobs manual VM is flagged as being manually used and will be ignored by the VM Scheduler error VM in error state according to the cloud information long period (defined by a configurable "come alive" time) or fails to start any job within a short period after Histogram of the fast benchmark measured by the VMs. Note that the histogram is normalized to unit area. The fastbenchmark is an estimate of the HEP-SPEC06 benchmark. There are entries from multiple clouds. The types of processors in each cloud are unknown. When running on whole real CPUs the benchmark values show a narrow peak, while when using hyperthreaded CPUs the peaks are wider and shifted to lower values. The continuum entries between the peaks represent measured benchmark entries when other (unknown) processes are running on the same hypervisor.
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